SSHE Blades

**KEY FEATURES**

**What**
- Available for Votator® Series
- Molded plastic blades or metal
- Six-inch long staggered mounting
- Locking slots and Universal pin attachment
- Relief holes
- Metal-detectable Peek option
- FDA-compliant polymers
- Supported at back edge, not at holes

**Why**
- Improves strength
- Promotes mixing
- Reduce power requirements associated with thick products
- Increased strength on blade connection

**Benefits**
- Rapid removal/replacement
- Optimum heat transfer rates
- Maximum blade life
- Application specific selection
- Secure attachment to shaft
- Reduced blade breakage
- Reduced product damage

DON’T FORGET TO USE OTHER GENUINE SPX FLOW PARTS TO ENSURE YOUR EQUIPMENT CONTINUES TO PERFORM AT OPTIMUM LEVELS.

Based in Charlotte, North Carolina, SPX FLOW, Inc. (NYSE: FLOW) is a multi-industry manufacturing leader. For more information, please visit www.spxflow.com
Contact your local Distributor for further information:

(AFFIX DISTRIBUTOR LABEL HERE OR FILL IN CONTACT DETAILS)